University of New Hampshire
Memorial Union Building
War Memorial Room Plaque Name Listing
Modern Conflicts

The following names appear on the plaque commemorating soldiers from New Hampshire, including UNH Alumni, who have been killed in modern conflicts including in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Names are listed in ascending order by date of death.

Morrison, Jeremy
Operation Teapot

Burgess, Alan
Iraq

Schneider, Matthew
Iraq

Chinburg, Mike
Persian Gulf

Gavriel, Dimitrios
Iraq

McCaughn, Ryan
Iraq

Soifert, Allen
Lebanon

Brooks, Adam
Iraq

Arvanitis, Nicholas
Iraq

Plasch, David
Desert Storm

Gibson, Timothy
Iraq

Keating, Benjamin, UNH '04
Afghanistan

Dillon, Gary S., UNH '83
Gulf War

Healy, Dan
Afghanistan

Stanley, Matthew
Iraq

Conger, Jesse S.
Operation Enduring Freedom

Lozada, Angelo
Iraq

Olsen, Toby
Iraq

Tracy, William
Iraq

Bertolino, Matthew
Afghanistan

Rollins, Justin
Iraq

Stevens, Andrew D.
Iraq

Roehl, George Jr.
Iraq

Grassbaugh, Jonathan
Iraq

Rooney, Robert E.
Iraq

Moscillo, Robert
Iraq

Tellier, Zachary
Afghanistan

Rosenberg, Randy
Iraq

Cournoyer, Nicholas
Iraq

McDaniel, Richard
Iraq

Holmes, Jeremiah
Iraq

DiCenzo, Douglas
Iraq

Hardy, Nathan
Iraq

Ferguson, Richard L.
Iraq

Durgin, Russell
Afghanistan

Stelmat. David
Iraq

Regnier, Jeremy
Iraq

Gionet, Daniel
Iraq

(Continued on page 2)
Dimond, Scott  
Afghanistan  

Mescall, Brian  
Afghanistan  

Ouellette, Mike  
Afghanistan  

Kuligowski, Adam  
Afghanistan  

Lo, Edward  
Iraq  

Pellerin, Justin  
Afghanistan  

Roy, Michael  
Afghanistan  

Van De Giesen, Kyle  
Iraq  

Murphy, Stephen  
Iraq  

Decoteau, Marc  
Afghanistan  

Currier, Eric  
Afghanistan  

Van Aalst, Jared  
Afghanistan  

Warren, Kyle  
Afghanistan  

Porto, Jonathan  
Afghanistan  

Nicol, Andrew  
Afghanistan  

Springer, Clinton E., II  
Afghanistan  

Charte, Philip  
Afghanistan  

Geary, Michael  
Afghanistan  

Milley, Scott, UNH '09  
Afghanistan  

Christopher R. Thibideau  
Afghanistan  

Michael B. Cook  
Iraq  

McLain, Buddy  
Afghanistan  

Bernier, Nicholas  
Afghanistan  

Lyons, John A.  
Afghanistan  

Savard, Ryan J.  
Afghanistan  

Hogan, Shawn G.  
Fort Campbell, KY  

Garabrant, Brandon  
Afghanistan  

William Blake Marston  
Deland, FL